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Hey Gogo, 

 

I want to be in touch while you’re at this pivotal juncture in your life’s journey. You’ve finished 

school, you’re working a few jobs, and I know that right now you’re trying to choose between 

volunteer service, attending grad school and continuing employment next year. I also know that 

everyone and their cats’ uncles have an opinion about what you should do. And to facilitate the 

decision-making process, you’ve concocted this exercise where you envision all your opinionated 

loved ones on a jumbo jet and then mentally crash the imaginary plane into a fiery ball of flames 

in order to at last discern what you’d do if their opinions didn’t matter to you.  

 

Well, for starters, dooming your loved ones to a blazing inferno is weird.  

 

And in addition, it’s a red flag that you’re a pleaser.  

 

You are. 

 

Of course you don’t want to think of yourself as a pleaser, to admit how much you want 

people to think well of you. In fact, I suspect you’d deny it in a heartbeat. No strong confident 

young woman—which you are—wants to think of herself this way. Because your pleasing isn’t the 

socially acceptable kind—the way dressing like someone who’d shop at Nordstrom or keeping a 

Martha Stewart perfect home might be—I know you’ll be able to convince yourself that you’re a 

liberated non-pleaser. You’ll point to your disturbing wardrobe or the funky colorful paintings in 

your apartment in order to convince yourself and others you’re not a pleaser.  

 

The fact remains, though, that you smile. You bend to impress. You sparkle. Whether you 

realize it or not, you work pretty hard to present a very pleasing façade. 

 

“No, that’s just how I am!” you’ll protest. “I just am sparkly!” 

 

I know you think that. 

 

And even though you understandably don’t like the label, I want you to hear that this habit of 

yours, the people-pleasing, was once really smart. When you were relinquished for adoption, 
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spending a few weeks in foster care and then given to a new family, your absurdly-early infant 

smiling reinforced the attention, warmth and affection of your caregivers. It worked for you. As a 

child, juggling adoptive parents, navigating their divorce, adding two step-parents, managing the 

next several divorces, then adding another step-parent, your pleasing ensured the fondness of each 

one toward you. Great job. In a home fraught with addictions, being the girl who impressed family 

and teachers by being so well-adjusted was life-preserving. You really were a smart cookie.  

This is the moment, though—as you’re discovering that you can care for yourself, and are no 

longer dependent on others—that the chameleon-like garb, the clownish-grin mask and the tiny 

girl-armor has begun to chafe and pinch. Now, instead of keeping others attached, your costume 

has begun to do the opposite. Your bright plastic façade is now keeping others at a safe emotional 

distance. 

The ill-fitting costume isn’t all bad. In fact, the reason it no longer fits is because you no longer 

need it. Henri Nouwen explains, “You keep listening to those who seem to reject you. But they 

never speak about you. They speak about their own limitations. They confess their poverty in the 

face of your needs and desires. They simply ask for your compassion. They do not say that you are 

bad, ugly, or despicable. They say only that you are asking for something they cannot give... The 

sadness is that you perceive their necessary withdrawal as a rejection of you instead of as a call to 

return home and discover there your true belovedness.” (Inner Voice of Love, p. 13)  

This kind of home, the place where you are accepted exactly as you are, is where I’m inviting 

you to live. It’s a place where you can take off the armor, where you can release or change the 

relationships with parents, siblings, friends and possibly one day a spouse, that are broken. In this 

home you are free to release your dogged fearful grasp that claws for the approval of others whose 

approval you do not need… 

 

 

 

 

For the rest of this letter from Margot Starbuck, check LTM, available now 
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